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Abstract: Although researchers agree that they have to distinguish self-concepts from the entity they refer to (i.e., the self), many still struggle with a clear definition and measure of the self. How well people know themselves (i.e., how much access they have to their implicit self) differs greatly between and within individuals. PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001) defines the self as part of a larger, parallel-distributed network system (extension memory) that integrates autobiographical information and implicit representations of own needs, goals, and preferences. In the present chapter, we give an overview over six different measures of self-access that are derived from or consistent with PSI theory. Three measures are based on the consistency of explicit ratings with different contents of the self: (a) implicit needs (motive congruence), (b) previous goal selections (self-discrimination), and (c) previous preference ratings (preference stability). Three latency-based measures tap into distinct processing characteristics of the self: (d) intuitive processing as indicated by shorter RTs during a self-classification task (self-activation), (e) integrative (thorough) processing as indicated by longer RTs in case of conflict-laden information (autonoetic access), and (f) evaluative processing as indicated by RTs correlation with decision difficulty (preference sensitivity). Our review elaborates on causes (e.g., negative affect), correlates (e.g., action vs. state orientation), and outcomes (e.g., well-being) of self-access. Overall, the findings indicate that self-access can be reliably and validly measured and constitutes a strong and vital resource in personality functioning.
Non-Reactive Measures, Causes, and Consequences of Self-Access

He who knows others is wise; he who knows himself is enlightened.
(Lao Tsu, 500 BC/1997)

In a few seconds, we judge another person and think we know them. When, the person we’ve lived with the longest, we still don’t know very well – ourselves.
(Glassman, 2009)

From ancient philosophy to modern self-help books, the quest for self-knowledge is a pervasive topic, highly valued, and associated with positive outcomes such as enlightenment and psychological health. At the same time, lay theory as well as scientific evidence suggest that self-knowledge is hard to achieve. Of course, people can consciously reflect about themselves and develop a conceptual understanding of the self (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Swann, Chang-Schneider, & Larsen McClarty, 2007). However, people’s self-concept is based on conscious processes that are limited to a small number of semantic units (Strack & Deutsch, 2004) and not grounded in the full spectrum of actual experience (Epstein, 1994; Koole & DeHart, 2007). Therefore, the self-concept has to be distinguished from the self that it is referring to (Baumeister, 1998; James, 1890).

But what really is the self? Although virtually all human beings are endowed with an intuitive sense of self, psychologists have a hard time measuring the self. One of the difficult problems is that researchers cannot take people’s own introspective reports of the self at face value. This is because people who are alienated from the self may not realize the true extent of their alienation and therefore erroneously report that they fully understand themselves. To tackle this problem, it is necessary to develop more objective, non-reactive measures of self-knowledge that go beyond subjective assessments of self-knowledge. Although developing such measures is difficult, researchers have made good progress in this area over the last two decades. Our goal in this chapter is to review this work and what it reveals about the broad significance of self-knowledge for health and well-being.

Research on non-reactive measures of self-knowledge has been mostly guided by personality systems interactions (PSI) theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001). In the next section, we therefore begin with a brief summary of the theory and its relevance to self-knowledge. After this, we review the literature on non-reactive measures of self-knowledge. We distinguish between two major kinds of such measures: Consistency-based measures that cover important contents of self-knowledge and measures based on response times that tap into distinct processing characteristics of the self. We end this chapter by summarizing our main conclusions and considering the broader implications of research on non-reactive measures of self-knowledge.

PSI Theory and the Self

PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001) is a broad theory that integrates the psychology of motivation and volition into a broader framework and explains central aspects of a fully functioning personality. When describing people as mature and fully functioning, we expect them to show two major qualities: to be able to enact their goals in the face of difficulty (i.e., action control) and to learn from negative experiences (i.e., self-growth). According to PSI theory, these central aspects of personality
functioning require a dynamic interplay between cognitive and affective systems (for a comprehensive overview of PSI theory see Chapter 2 in this volume).

As depicted in Figure 16.1, two cognitive macro systems describe central executive functions that top-down modulate the activation of two low-level cognitive systems, respectively. The collaboration of these high- and low-level systems is modulated by affect and fosters action control and self-growth. On the one hand, dynamic changes in positive affect support a smooth transition of intentions (stored in intention memory) into action (intuitive behavior control) and foster action control (see also Chapter 7 and Chapter 9 in this volume). On the other hand, dynamic changes in negative affect support the integration of negative experiences (activated in an object recognition system) into our experiential knowledge (extension memory) and foster self-growth. The self is part of this broader experiential knowledge system and will be in the focus of this chapter.

Figure 16.1. Cognitive systems of personality systems interactions (PSI) theory and their modulation by affect (adapted from Kuhl, 2011). Note: Dashed arrows indicate antagonisms between cooperating systems. Affective changes from low to high positive affect (facilitated by demand-related action orientation, AOD) reduce manifest alienation and foster action control. Affective changes from high to low negative affect (facilitated by threat-related action orientation, AOT) reduce latent alienation and foster self-growth. Crosstalk between intention and extension memory fosters motive congruence. Self-motivation (AOD) helps to deactiviate an overly strong intention memory under demanding conditions. Self-relaxation (AOT) helps to (re)activate extension memory under threatening conditions.
PSI theory defines the self as part of an extended, parallel-distributed network system (extension memory) that integrates autobiographical information and implicit representations of own needs, goals, preferences, and other self-relevant information. Because of the extensiveness of the networks, the self operates according to connectionist, parallel-processing principles (Rumelhart, McClelland, & The PDP Research Group, 1986) and is largely inaccessible to introspection (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Consistent with this definition, we use the term “self” as synonymous for the implicit self and in contrast to self-concepts, which are based on sequential processing and activation of schematic self-knowledge in working memory (Lieberman, Jarcho, & Satpute, 2004) and closely associated to private self-consciousness (Fenigstein, Scheier, & Buss, 1975) and self-reflection (Swann et al., 2007).

Notably, given that extension memory operates upon meaningful, self-relevant information, the contents of extension memory are likely to be at least partially consciously accessible. This may occur, for example, when contents are relevant for a pending decision or when individuals are deliberately reflecting about themselves. Nevertheless, the bulk of the contents of extension memory will remain implicit because only a small portion can be brought to conscious deliberation at a time. Instead, people may become aware of the summary or output of the information processed by extension memory as a gut feeling for a right decision (Baumann & Kuhl, 2002) or a self-determined course of action (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Sheldon, 2014; Chapter 15 in this volume). However, such phenomenological correlates of self-access are sometimes misleading (Kuhl & Kazén, 1994).

According to PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001), access to extension memory and the self becomes reduced by persistent negative affect (Baumann & Kuhl, 2002; Kazén, Baumann, & Kuhl, 2003). The underlying idea is that negative affect signals to the person that prior experiences and self-knowledge are insufficient to cope with the current situation. Extension memory and the self are therefore inhibited under conditions of negative affect, so that the person is able to take in new information that is potentially at odds with what the person learned before. For instance, the new information may shatter deeply held assumptions about the world (e.g., “I am not invulnerable”) or undermine the person’s self-esteem (e.g., “I am not as smart as I thought I was”). Once this new information is acquired, extension memory and the self may become activated again to integrate the new information into a larger autobiographical network (Linville, 1987; Rothermund & Meiners, 2004; Showers & Kling, 1996). Once this integration occurs, it helps to down-regulate negative affect. Thus, there is a mutual inhibitory relationship between self-access and negative affect.

Based on the assumptions of attachment theory about the role of responsive and sensitive parenting for positive self-development (Bowlby, 1969), developmental research has shown that children’s ability to represent own and others’ mental states is promoted by caretakers’ mirroring their mental and emotional states (Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist, & Target, 2002). Compatible with attachment theory, Kuhl (2000, 2001) has proposed that the development of affect regulation is acquired through internalizing caregivers’ regulation of the infant’s emotions by connecting (“conditioning”) the infant’s self (e.g., expressions of anxiety or frustration) with their calming down or encouragement. This connection provides a basis for personal self-growth (see also Chapter 21 and Chapter 22 in this volume). Consistent with its early development, affect regulation and self-growth are associated with the implicit rather than conceptual self (Schore, 2001).

Early developing and rather stable inter-individual differences in affect regulation are assessed by the personality disposition of action versus state orientation. Action-oriented people are able to disengage from failure and remain active under threatening or demanding conditions because they can self-regulate affect, whereas state-oriented people ruminate after failure and hesitate under demanding conditions because they cannot self-regulate affect (Kuhl & Beckmann, 1994b). Findings by Koole and Jostmann (2004) show that self-access is indeed the agent (mediator) of the better regulatory outcomes of action-oriented people (Koole & Jostmann, 2004, Exp. 3).

Based on PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001), we propose that access to the implicit self is a strong and vital resource in personality functioning. Self-access goes hand in hand with successful self-
regulation and allows individuals to integrate conflicting experiences, feelings, or action tendencies. If we want to test our assumption and evaluate relevant findings, we need to be able to measure self-access. But how can we do this?

**Measuring Self-Access**

As we explained at the start of this chapter, it is not possible to measure implicit self-access by asking people about their feelings or experiences. It is therefore important to develop non-reactive measures of self-access. Within the framework of PSI theory, several non-reactive measures have been developed that can broadly be classified as consistency- and latency-based. Although it may be appealing to have several measures to choose from, one may ask why we would need so many measures of self-access?

According to PSI theory, the self is a broad and extended network system that integrates a multitude of self-relevant information: stable needs for affiliation, achievement, and power that are guiding forces throughout our lives, long- and short-term goals that are more or less personally meaningful (e.g., studying psychology, doing the dishes), and fleeting preferences for arbitrary items (e.g., Chinese symbols, soft drinks). Our consistency-based measures of self-access tap into these different contents. One measure taps into people’s access of stable needs (motive congruence), a second grasps whether people can discriminate self-selected from externally assigned goals (self-discrimination), whereas a third relies on repeated ratings of rather meaningless items (preference stability). Thus, they greatly differ with respect to the stability and personal meaning of the self-relevant information they tap into as well as the experimental control they offer. Furthermore, according to PSI theory, the self is based on parallel-holistic information processing that is not only intuitive (fast access to self-relevant information) but also integrative (slow and thorough processing in case of conflict) and evaluative (sensitive to affective information). Therefore, a fourth measure focuses on intuitive processing (self-activation): fast access to aspects of the self that are not problematic (e.g., describing oneself as outgoing). A fifth measure, taps more into integrative processing needed for problematic self-aspects (autonoetic access): a thorough and slower processing when self-relevant information entails a conflict (e.g., admitting to be unfaithful). Finally, a sixth measure taps into the evaluative nature of the self: sensitivity to personal, affective evaluations that lead to a positive correlation between decision latencies and decision difficulties (preference sensitivity).

The self is an extended network system and a rich experiential knowledge base. Every measure grasps different contents of the self (needs, goals, and preferences) and different processing characteristics (intuitive, integrative, and evaluative). With this wealth of measures, we gain a more thorough understanding of self-access. In addition to these theoretical differences, the measures vary in terms of practical issues and publicity. Some are rather time-consuming but widely used and well established in psychological research (e.g., motive congruence). Others are fast but have yet to be established (e.g., preference consistency). Our present overview is designed to inform researchers about the (dis)advantages of each method, to enable a choice of method based on theoretical rather than practical considerations, and to motivate researchers to apply multiple methods in order to further our understanding of measures, causes, and consequences of self-access.

In the remainder of this chapter, we elaborate on three consistency-based measures of self-access and the contents they tap into as well as on three latency-based measures of self-access and the processing characteristics of the self they focus on. For each measure, we provide an overview over the available findings: What are the personality variables and situational conditions that foster or hinder self-access? What are the outcomes associated with good or poor self-access?
Consistency-Based Measures of Self-Access

Consistent with Kuhl’s (2000, 2001) definition of the self as implicit representations of own needs, goals, and preferences, the three consistency-based measures grasp access to the self via consistency of explicit ratings with (1) implicit needs (motive congruence), (2) self-selected goals or mini-actions (self-discrimination), and (3) previous preference ratings (preference stability). Higher consistency indicates better self-access. The measures are listed in descending order with respect to stability (trait vs. state aspects) and ecological validity (high vs. low personal meaning) and in ascending order in terms of experimental control and practicability. For example, motive congruence taps into trait aspects with high personal meaning but offers little experimental control and is very time-consuming. Preference stability, in contrast, taps into state aspects with low personal meaning but offers high experimental control and is easy to apply. We elaborate on each measure in more detail.

Motive Congruence

The most widely investigated measure of self-access to date is based on the level of congruence between people’s explicit (self-reported) motives and implicit (indirectly assessed) motives. Since the groundbreaking work by McClelland, Koestner, and Weinberger (1989), it has become well established that people’s explicit motives may differ from their implicit motives (Schultheiss & Brunstein, 2010). Explicit motives are measured with questionnaires or goal surveys, whereas implicit motives are measured with the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), the Picture Story Exercise (PSE), or the Operant Motive Test (OMT). The three classical motives are affiliation (the desire to build, keep, or restore positive affectual relationships with other people), achievement (the desire to derive pleasure from mastering challenging tasks), and power (the desire to gain pleasure from having an impact on others). Recently, autonomy (freedom) is proposed as a fourth motive, that is, the need for self-integration and self-definition (see Chapter 24 in this volume). Implicit motives are developed in early, preverbal stages of development, are driven by activity-inherent incentives, and predictive of spontaneous and operant behavior. Explicit motives are developed later in childhood through explicit social learning, are driven by social-evaluative incentives, and predictive of respondent behavior.

Implicit and explicit motives may go hand in hand, so that they mutually reinforce each other. However, the strength of people’s implicit and explicit motives is often not correlated, which means that there often exist gaps between both types of motivation. When people have a stronger explicit motive than their implicit motive, this suggests they are striving for goals without gaining pleasure from doing so. Conversely, when people have a stronger implicit motive than their corresponding explicit motive, this means they display a lack of striving for goals which would give rise to positive affect (Langens & McClelland, 1997; cited from Kazén & Kuhl, 2011).

Within the framework of PSi theory, implicit and explicit motives have been linked to extension memory and intention memory, respectively (Baumann, Kaschel, & Kuhl, 2005). In order to form valid representations of implicit needs in terms of self-congruent goals, intention memory needs to “communicate” with the extended networks of extension memory (see Figure 16.1). This communication is easily disturbed when low positive affect (over)activates intention memory and/or negative affect inhibits extension memory, limiting access to implicit needs and self-knowledge. Motive congruence, in contrast, indicates good communication and self-access. Table 16.1 provides an overview of key findings on motive congruence.
Table 16.1. Selected findings for motive congruence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Predictors of Motive Congruence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat-related action orientation (Kuhl, 1994)</td>
<td>Brunstein (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat-/demand-related action orientation under threatening/demanding</td>
<td>Baumann, Kaschel et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-determination (Sheldon &amp; Deci, 1996)</td>
<td>Hofer, Busch, Bond, Kärtner et al. (2010); Thrash &amp; Elliot (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of private bodily states (Miller, Murphy, &amp; Buss, 1981)</td>
<td>Thrash, Elliot, &amp; Schultheiss (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (conscious) self-monitoring (Snyder &amp; Gangestad, 1986)</td>
<td>Thras et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference for consistency (Cialdini, Trost, &amp; Newsom, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes of Motive Congruence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-being and life satisfaction across motive domains</td>
<td>Brunstein et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... in the affiliation domain (nAff)</td>
<td>Schuler, Job, Fröhlich, &amp; Brandstätter (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... in the achievement domain (nAch)</td>
<td>Baumann, Kaschel et al. (2005); Thrash et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... in the power domain (nPow)</td>
<td>Gröpel (2008); Kazén &amp; Kuhl (2011); Wagner, Baumann, &amp; Hank (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... across cultural contexts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low psychosomatic symptoms (nAff, nAch)</td>
<td>Baumann, Kaschel et al. (2005); Schuler et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low medication intake (nAff)</td>
<td>Schuler et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy eating behavior</td>
<td>Job, Oertig, Brandstätter, &amp; Allemand (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow experience (nAch)</td>
<td>Schuler (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High work performance (nAch)</td>
<td>Lang, Zettler, Ewen, &amp; Hülsheger (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low volitional depletion</td>
<td>Kehr (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-discrimination (nAch)</td>
<td>Baumann (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buffers Against Adverse Effects of Motive Incongruence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal imagery</td>
<td>Schultheiss &amp; Brunstein (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect-focused goal fantasies</td>
<td>Job &amp; Brandstätter (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional disclosure</td>
<td>Schuler et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-expression exercise</td>
<td>Baumann (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prerequisites for Beneficial Effects of Motive Congruence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low activity inhibition</td>
<td>Langens (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive-corresponding behavior</td>
<td>Schuler et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of motive-specific incentives</td>
<td>Schuler (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* nAff = Need for Affiliation; nAch = Need for Achievement; nPow = Need for Power.

Consistent with the broader theoretical framework of PSI theory, motive congruence is predicted by a high ability to self-regulate emotions (i.e., demand- and threat-related action orientation) – especially when demanding and threatening life circumstances require self-regulation. Further
self-reported traits that correlate with motive congruence can be summarized as either indicative of an activation of extension memory (e.g., self-determination, high body awareness) or a tendency to deactivate intention memory and conscious reflection about the self (e.g., low self-monitoring).

A large body of literature supports the idea that low motive congruence functions like a “hidden stressor” (Baumann, Kaschel et al., 2005). Motive congruence, in contrast, is associated with life satisfaction, well-being, and health. Such nurturing effects of motive congruence have been obtained across the three major motive domains of affiliation, achievement, and power and apply across different cultures (see Table 16.1). Furthermore, they have been obtained for a broad range of subjective outcomes (e.g., psychosomatic symptoms, well-being, flow experience), manifold behavioral outcomes assessed via self-ratings (e.g., medication intake), external ratings (e.g., supervisor ratings of work performance), or nonreactive measures (e.g., self-discrimination), and long-term developmental outcomes (e.g., identity status). The findings support the pivotal role of self-access for personality functioning and health.

In addition, several studies investigated buffers against the adverse effects of low motive congruence that range from goal imagery and affect-focused goal fantasies to emotional disclosure and self-expression exercises (see Table 16.1). These interventions seem to foster access to extension memory and crossstalk between systems by focusing on affective qualities of goals and making participants verbalize own wishes, needs, and feelings. Finally, there is evidence that motive congruence does not always have its beneficial effects in any given situation. Motives need to be aroused by specific incentives (Schüler, 2010) and translated into corresponding behavior (Schüler, Job, Fröhlich, & Brandstätter, 2008) without any general inhibition of activity (Langens, 2007) before they unfold their predictive power.

To summarize, motive incongruence is the most widely established measure of self-access. Motive congruence tapers into stable traits and differentiates between domains. For example, people may lack self-access in the achievement domain, but not in the affiliation domain (e.g., a scientist who endorses too many projects offered at work but is well able to balance the relationships with family and friends at home). This is highly informative for counseling. A drawback of the measure is that the application and coding of PSE and OMT are highly time-consuming. As listed below, there are shorter measures available that are promising alternatives to motive congruence such as self-discrimination. At least for the achievement domain, there is first evidence of convergent validity between motive congruence and self-discrimination (Baumann, 2017).

The Self-Discrimination Task

If people’s self-access is reduced, their self-concept may be more prone to become “invaded” by social expectations, goals, and intentions of others. This process can be assessed by the self-discrimination task developed by Kuhl and Kazén (1994). These researchers experimentally varied the objective self-other status of goals during the simulation of a working day in an office. Participants choose some activities (e.g., “sharpening pencils,” “sorting letters”) for later enactment and are assigned to do others. Some activities remain unchosen. Later on, there is an unexpected memory test for the initial source of the goals. A tendency to falsely ascribe more originally assigned activities as self-selected than remaining activities is interpreted as self-infiltration—a conflict-laden type of internalization (introjection; Perls, 1973). Note that individual differences in memory performance are controlled by comparing two different sources of error (i.e., false self-ascriptions of assigned vs. remaining activities).

The “Process-Analytic Neuroticism Test for Adults” (PANTER) is an elaborated computer version of the paper-and-pencil method that takes into account the subjective attractiveness of items. Attractive items have a greater intrinsic value than non-attractive ones and are easier to integrate into
the self (identification; Kuhl & Kazén, 1994; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Sheldon, Arndt, & Housmarko, 2003). Self-infiltration is therefore restricted to unattractive items (Kazén et al., 2003). A further advantage of the PANTER procedure is its full experimental control over the objective self-other status and other goal attributes (see Kazén et al., 2003). It requires at least 32 items: 4 objective sources (selected by both, self-selected, externally assigned, remaining) × 2 levels of attractiveness (low vs. high) × 4 items as a minimum per cell. The category “both” was omitted in the early paper-and-pencil version. Items typically describe “mini-goals” or activities that are not especially meaningful in daily life. Thus, self-infiltration does not assess the degree of internalization (introjection vs. identification) of specific personal goals but the dispositional and/or current tendency towards self-infiltration. Lower self-infiltration indicates higher self-discrimination and better self-access.

Compared to motive congruence, self-discrimination relies on memory rather than correlation of traits. Furthermore, errors are defined objectively (by the objective self-other status of goals) rather than normatively (by comparison with sample means to determine high vs. low motive scores). Finally, self-discrimination is not about personally meaningful goals but rather small activities. Nevertheless, self-discrimination correlates with personality functioning in daily life.

As stated previously, PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000, 2001; see Figure 16.1) suggests that persistent negative affect inhibits whereas successful down-regulation fosters self-access. Consistent with this assumption, self-discrimination findings typically reveal a Personality × Situation interaction (see Table 16.2). Baumann and Kuhl (2003), for example, found that state-oriented participants had a significant decrease in self-discrimination after the experimental induction of a negative compared to a positive mood. Action-oriented participants, in contrast, maintained self-access and did not confuse unattractive external assignments as self-selected goals across mood conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Findings for Self-Discrimination</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td>Kuhl &amp; Kazén (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Completed intention: AOT = SOT (and at high levels) Uncompleted intention: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low subjective sadness: SOT = AOT (and at high levels) High subjective sadness: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td>Baumann &amp; Kuhl (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Happy mood induction: AOT = SOT (and at high levels) Sad mood induction: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Correlations with personality styles (Kuhl &amp; Kazén, 2009) associated with high sensitivity to negative affect: Loyal/Dependent r = -.38* Self-critical/Avoidant r = -.43** Conscientious/Compulsive r = -.34* Spontaneous/Borderline r = -.35* Passive/Depressive r = -.56***</td>
<td>Baumann (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low task meaningfulness: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td>Kazén et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No social pressure: AOT = SOT (and at high levels) Social pressure: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Neutral subjective mood: AOT = SOT (and at high levels) Negative subjective mood: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16.2. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr. with Beck's et al. (1988) Anxiety Inventory (BAI): $r = -0.23$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low subjective sadness: BDI $r = 0.01$ ns; BAI $r = 0.01$ ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High subjective sadness: BDI $r = -0.45^<em>$; BAI $r = -0.43^</em>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>Right-hemispheric &gt; left-hemispheric stimulation (through ball-squeezing in contralateral hand)</td>
<td>Baumann, Kuhl et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Corr. with relative right-hemispheric dominance: $r = 0.29^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(leftward shifts in a line bisection task)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Corr. with baseline cortisol: $r = -0.37^*$</td>
<td>Quirin et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr. with cortisol after stress induction: $r = -0.58^{***}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Corr. with nFlow (Implicit Need for Flow): $r = 0.32^{***}$</td>
<td>Baumann &amp; Scheffer (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Operant Motive Test; Kuhl &amp; Scheffer, 1999)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SOT: mortality salience = dental pain induction</td>
<td>Baumann, Lüdecke et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOT: mortality salience &gt; dental pain induction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High &gt; low achievement motive congruence ($MC_{ah}$)</td>
<td>Baumann (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Induced need frustration: high &gt; low $MC_{ah}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Induced need satisfaction: high = low $MC_{ah}$ (and at high levels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Neutral condition: high &gt; low $MC_{ah}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-expression condition: high = low $MC_{ah}$ (and at high levels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Items: physical activities; Sample: sports students</td>
<td>Kossak (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- low physical strain: AOD = SOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- high physical strain: AOD &gt; SOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$DV$: Correct self-ascriptions of dietary goals after 2–3 weeks</td>
<td>Fuhrmann &amp; Kuhl (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- focus on ease of diet: AOT = SOT = 50% (i.e., chance level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- focus on difficulty of diet: AOT &gt; 50%; SOT = 50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AOT &gt; 50%; SOT = 50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. AOT/AOD vs. SOT/SOD = Threat/Demand-related Action vs. State Orientation; Corr. = Correlation; $^* p < .05$; $^{**} p < .01$; $^{***} p < .001$

Kossak (2015) applied the procedure to personally meaningful goals: physical activities among athletes. Fuhrmann and Kuhl (1998) adapted the procedure to healthy dieting. They recruited dieting willing participants and created a personalized list of dietary activities (e.g., “eating more broccoli,” “eating less French fries”) some of which were self-selected and others assigned by nutritional experts. After two weeks of dieting, recollection of the objective source of the dietary goals was at chance level among state-oriented participants. Action-oriented participants, in contrast, had correct self-ascription rates that were significantly above chance level (see Table 16.2). Furthermore, they were more committed to and enacted more self-selected compared to assigned goals. This self-priority explained their higher volitional efficiency compared to state-oriented participants. The findings show that the self-discrimination procedure can be adapted to ecologically valid settings and offers further options for analyses that complement and extend the self-discrimination measure.
Stability in Preference Ratings

Both the motive incongruence measure and the self-infiltration measure are rather time-consuming and complex in their application. However, there is also a quicker, but perhaps somewhat less sophisticated measure of self-access that has been around for more than 20 years under the label latent alienation but has been less widely researched. Kuhl and Beckmann (1994a) defined latent alienation as poor access to implicit representations of one's own preferences. A measure of latent alienation therefore requires a valid approximation of one's "true" preferences. To solve this problem, they took into account that access to the self is not completely and permanently either on or off but varies as a function of conditions. According to PSI theory, negative affect and stress reduce self-access whereas relaxed conditions foster self-access. Therefore, they assessed participants' preferences under relaxed conditions as an approximation of "true" preferences and inconsistency in preferences over time or after some experimental induction as an indicator of latent alienation. Consistent with PSI theory, Kuhl and Beckmann (1994a) found state-oriented participants who worked on a meaningless task to have lower stability (i.e., lower self-access) in repeated preference judgments of rather simple items.

As listed in Table 16.3, there are further studies that used preference stability as an indicator of self-access. Kuhl and Kazén (2009), for example, found personality styles characterized by high sensitivity to negative affect and/or low sensitivity to positive affect to show lower preference stability. Baumann, Lüdecke, and Walther (2016) found a perfect crossover interaction between action orientation and experimentally induced mortality-salience. This (implicit) existential stressor decreased preference stability among state-oriented and increased stability among action-oriented participants. Findings are consistent with the assumption of PSI theory that the former are not able to access the implicit self under stressful conditions whereas the latter are not motivated to access the self under relaxed conditions (Koole, Jostmann, & Baumann, 2012).

Koole et al. (2014) applied the measure in an ecologically more valid setting when rating the quality of soft drinks and art paintings. Consistent with the restriction of the self-discrimination measure to unattractive items, low-quality items were diagnostically more informative than high-quality items. In addition, they used expert ratings as a baseline or approximation of the "true" quality of soft drinks. Note that expert ratings were unknown to participants so that high congruence with expert ratings does not indicate conformity or self-infiltration. Again, they found that state-oriented participants show lower consistency (with experts or their own previous ratings) in conditions that activate intention memory rather than extension memory (i.e., conscious reasoning; induced self-control).

Giesinger and Brandstätter (2013) provide a comprehensive overview of research on preference consistency in economic theory. They conclude that individual differences in preference consistency research have mostly been neglected and list some notable exceptions (Lee, Amir, & Ariely, 2009; Nordgren & Dijksterhuis, 2009). According to PSI theory, the research on trait as well as state factors influencing preference consistency lacks an important feature that has been introduced by Kuhl and Beckmann (1994a): The assessment of preference judgments under relaxed conditions against which repeated judgments after some kind of experimental manipulation are compared. This approach allows for a more fine-grained analysis of personality by situation interactions.
Table 16.3. Overview of findings for preference stability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For Preference Stability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>Items: wall-paper patterns&lt;br&gt;AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td>Guevara (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Items: simple movements (e.g., shaking one’s head)&lt;br&gt; • low task meaningfulness: AOT &gt; SOT&lt;br&gt; • high task meaningfulness: AOT = SOT (and at high levels)</td>
<td>Kuhl &amp; Beckmann (1994a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Preference stability correlated ...&lt;br&gt; • negatively with styles high in negative affective (Loyal/Dependent, Self-critical/Avoidant, Spontaneous/Borderline, Passive/Depressive, Unselfish/Self-neglectful) and low in positive affect (Independent/Schizoid, Willful/Paranoid, Critical/Negativistic)&lt;br&gt; • positively with a style high in positive affect (Charming/Histrionic)</td>
<td>Kuhl &amp; Kazén (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>Items: trait adjectives (Exp. 3, 4) and Chinese symbols (Exp. 4):&lt;br&gt; AOT: mortality salience &gt; dental pain induction between ratings&lt;br&gt; SOT: mortality salience &lt; dental pain induction between ratings</td>
<td>Baumann, Lüdecke et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DV: Consensus with expert ratings of low-quality soft drinks:&lt;br&gt; • spontaneous evaluation: AOT = SOT&lt;br&gt; • conscious reasoning: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td>Koole et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DV: Stability in repeated judgments of low-quality paintings:&lt;br&gt; • low self-control induced between t1 and t2 ratings: AOT = SOT&lt;br&gt; • high self-control induced between t1 and t2 ratings: AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For Preference Enactment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DV: Switch to a preferred TV program</td>
<td>Kuhl &amp; Beckmann (1994a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>• low task meaningfulness: AOD &gt; SOD&lt;br&gt; • high task meaningfulness: AOD = SOD (and at high levels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DV: Consistency of behavioral decisions with initial preference</td>
<td>Kazén et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AOT &gt; SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>• no social pressure: AOT &lt; SOT&lt;br&gt; • social pressure: AOT = SOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DV: Consistency of behavioral decisions with initial self-selections</td>
<td>Baumann (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>• high self-discrimination &gt; low self-discrimination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DV: Correlation between free-choice persistence and task interest</td>
<td>Baumann &amp; Kuhl (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>• AOD: external control = autonomy support (and at high levels)&lt;br&gt; • SOD: external control &lt; autonomy support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. AOT/AOD vs. SOT/SOD = Threat/Demand-related Action vs. State Orientation; DV = Dependent Variable.

Sometimes people may be well aware of their preferences but still not able to translate them into action. Kuhl and Beckmann (1994a) used the term *manifest alienation* to indicate failures to act according to one’s own needs, goals, and preferences (see Figure 16.1). In operational terms, there is a low consistency between preferences and behavior (rather than between repeated preference
ratings). Manifest alienation is theoretically linked with deficits in self-motivation (i.e., demand-related state orientation) because of the vital role of positive affect in volitional action control (Kuhl & Kazén, 1999). Consistent with this assumption, Kuhl and Beckmann (1994a) found participants with demand-related state orientation, after induction of monotony, to keep watching boring lottery drawings from previous weeks instead of switching to a more interesting travel report. Action orientation, in contrast, was associated with preference enactment across conditions.

Externally controlling (compared to autonomy supportive) conditions had similar effects and reduced the correlation between free-choice persistence and ratings of task interest among participants with demand-related state orientation (Baumann & Kuhl, 2005). Again, demand-related action-orientation was associated with preference enactment. In our view, preference enactment does not only indicate efficient action control but also high self-access because the respective measures involve free choice and attractive options (“wishes”) rather than difficulties and demands (“intentions” or “duties”). Consistent with this idea, preference enactment also correlated positively with threat-related action orientation (Kazén et al., 2003) and self-discrimination (Baumann, 1998).

Taken together, the findings indicate that preference stability and preference enactment may be alternative measures of self-access. Preference stability can be easily applied repeatedly and is well able to capture state variation in self-access.

Latency-Based Measures of Self-Access

Whereas the consistency-based measures of self-access grasp different contents of the self, the latency-based measures tap into different processing characteristics of the self that can be described as intuitive, integrative, and evaluative. Each measure highlights one of the processing characteristics.

Self-Activation

If people have good access to the self, they may be expected to be faster in determining the self-relevance of information. Departing from this logic, Koole and Jostmann (2004) used shorter reaction times during a self-classification task as an indicator of self-activation and efficiency with which individuals are able to access self-knowledge (Koole & Kuhl, 2003). Speed at self-evaluation has been related to intuitive self-knowledge (Koole, Dijkstra, & Van Knippenberg, 2001) and the possession of clear and certain self-knowledge (McGregor & Marigold, 2003). Because of the speed of the responses it is likely that the self-classification occurs not only at an explicit level but also relies on implicit self-knowledge. Accordingly, speed at self-evaluation provides a valid marker of self-access. The items are typically positive or only mildly negative (e.g., lazy) and there is hardly any conflict because people can freely choose to select items as self-relevant or not. Therefore, self-activation captures the intuitive rather than integrative nature of the self.
### Table 16.4. Overview of findings for latency-based measures of self-access

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **For Self-Activation**  
(as indicated by short latencies during a self-classification task) | | |
| 3 | AOT: visualizing a demanding > accepting person  
| 1 | Correlation with intrinsic enactment strategies across motives in the Operant Motive Test (Kuhl & Scheffer, 1999): *r* = .50**  
(affiliation: *r* = .48**; achievement: *r* = .12 ns; power: *r* = .41**) | Baumann et al. (2010) |
| **For Autonoetic Access**  
(as indicated by longer latencies in counter-preferential decisions) | | |
| 1 | Low subjective sadness: AOT < SOT  
High subjective sadness: AOT > SOT | Baumann (1998) |
| 3 | Happy mood induction: AOT = SOT  
Sad mood induction: AOT ≥ SOT | |
| 1 | Low task meaningfulness: AOT > SOT | Kazén et al. (2003) |
| 2 | No social pressure: AOT = SOT  
Social pressure: AOT > SOT | |
| 3 | Neutral subjective mood: AOT = SOT  
Negative subjective mood: AOT > SOT | |
| 1 | Correlation with AOT: *r* = .40**  
Self-concept integration (Phi; Showers & Kling, 1996): *r* = .40**  
Self-motivation (VCI): *r* = .41**  
Self-relaxation (VCI): *r* = .36*  
Life stress (VCI): *r* = −.48***  
Neuroticism: *r* = −.57***  
Explicit self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965): *r* = .21 ns  
| 1 | Correlation with integrated enactment strategies across motives in the Operant Motive Test (Kuhl & Scheffer, 1999): *r* = .39*  
(affiliation: *r* = .45**; achievement: *r* = −.01 ns; power: *r* = .32*) | Baumann et al. (2010) |
| **For Preference Sensitivity** | | |
| | *DV:* Positive slope (i.e., increase in latencies with increasing similarity (according to baseline ratings) in to-be-rated item pairs* | Guevara (1994) |
| 1–3 | • intuitive processing induction: AOT = SOT  
• analytical processing induction: AOT > SOT | |

*Note: AOT (vs. SOT) = Threat-related Action (vs. State) Orientation; VCI = Volitional Components Inventory (Kuhl & Fuhrmann, 1998); *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
As listed in Table 16.4, under demanding conditions, self-activation is reduced for state- and increased for action-oriented participants. Furthermore, Koole and Jostmann (2004) found that demand-contingent increases in self-activation among action-oriented participants mediate their better intuitive affect-regulation in a face discrimination task (i.e., faster pop-out of a happy face among a crowd of angry faces). The findings nicely support the assumption that action-oriented participants use the implicit self as an agent of intuitive affect regulation. Findings by Baumann, Kazén, and Kuhl (2010) further support the validity of the self-activation measure by showing significant correlations with intrinsic strategies for the enactment of implicit motives in the Operant Motive Test (OMT; Kuhl & Scheffer, 1999): intimacy and prosocial guidance. These intrinsic enactment strategies, in turn, are supported by action orientation (Baumann, Chatterjee, & Hank, 2016; Hofer & Busch, 2011).

**Autonoetic Access**

Kazén et al. (2003) introduced a measure of self-access that taps more into the integrative nature of the self: detecting and resolving conflict – a time-consuming process. The measure is based on reaction times in the PANTER procedure. During the self-selection phase, participants are presented with homogenous lists of either attractive or unattractive items and requested in each case to select half of them. In this forced-choice situation, they have to make decisions that run counter to their preferences (i.e., selecting unattractive and rejecting attractive items). When asked whether they had previously self-selected an item or not, they have to access autonoetic information. The term autonoetic refers to the portion of the episodic memory system in which self-related information is stored (Tulving, 1985; Wheeler, Stuss, & Tulving, 1997), that is, information concerning episodic or autobiographical events (e.g., having selected an item or not) as well as personal values and preferences (e.g., the attractiveness value of an option).

Higher autonoetic access is indicated by longer latencies during the classification of counter-preferential decisions (e.g., correctly classifying an unattractive item as previously self-selected) compared to preferential decisions because it increases the likelihood of detecting and resolving the conflicting information stored in episodic memory. Thus, longer latencies indicate more thorough self-compatibility-checking and better self-access (Kazén et al., 2003). Notice that the absolute latency level is not critical for the assessment of autonoetic access (i.e., self-compatibility) but the difference in reaction times of counter-preferential versus preferential decisions. In contrast to self-activation that uses faster RTs, autonoetic access uses slower RTs to indicate self-access. The crucial difference between the measures is that autonoetic access involves a conflict that is absent in self-activation. This conflict has to be detected and elaborated in order to be resolved. This takes time and likely taps into a distinct characteristic of the self: integrative rather than intuitive processing.

Although the measure of autonoetic access has been developed within the context of the self-discrimination paradigm, it is not restricted to the PANTER procedure. During any task in which people make sufficient counter-preferential decisions (e.g., accepting “lazy” and rejecting “athletic” as self-descriptive), the measure can be calculated by subtracting RTs of preferential from RTs of counter-preferential decisions (e.g., Baumann et al., 2010; Kazén & Baumann, 2004). Notice that autonoetic access does not measure the positivity of the self. For example, describing oneself with many moderately negative and few positive items may be confounded with low self-esteem. However, autonoetic access does not rely on the ratio of counter-preferential compared to preferential decisions but on the difference in latencies for these two types of decisions. Consistent with the idea that access to the self can be assessed independently from self-esteem, Kazén and Baumann (2004) found autonoetic access to correlate neither with Rosenberg’s (1965) self-esteem scale nor with an implicit association test (IAT) of self-esteem (Greenwald & Farnham, 2000).
As listed in Table 16.4, autonoetic access was observed under the same Personality × Situation conditions as self-discrimination. Under negative affect conditions, state-oriented participants showed reduced autonoetic access whereas action-oriented participants maintained or even increased their autonoetic access and thoroughly checked goals or traits before adopting them as self-compatible (Baumann, 1998; Kazén et al., 2003). Under relaxed conditions, in contrast, state-oriented participants had as much (or even better) autonoetic access as action-oriented participants indicating a thorough self-compatibility checking. In addition, autonoetic access correlated positively with self-report measures of self-regulation competencies and negatively with life stress and neuroticism (Kazén & Baumann, 2004).

Further evidence of convergent validity was a positive correlation of autonoetic access with the phi coefficient of self-concept integration by Showers and Kling (1996): Participants describe themselves by sorting adjectives into groups that refer to aspects of themselves or domains in their life. Phi measures the level of integration or compartmentalization of positive and negative adjectives within life domains. Thus, it focuses on the structure rather than the contents of the self. Autonoetic access was associated with more integration of positive and negative adjectives within life domains rather than sorting positive and negative adjectives into separate compartments of their life (Kazén & Baumann, 2004; see Kazén & Halbruegge, 2002, for a computerized version of the card sorting test). Consistent with the idea that this integrative capacity of the implicit self is not fully captured by associative network models, a self-esteem IAT did not correlate with the nomological network of autonoetic access: Threat-related action orientation, self-relaxation, self-motivation, and self-concept integration (Kazén & Baumann, 2004).

Finally, findings by Baumann et al. (2010) show that autonoetic access was correlated with integrative motive enactment strategies in the OMT: Self-regulated coping with rejection and power-related threats. According to PSI theory, these strategies also involve the self but are more driven by (coping with) negative rather than positive affect. Thus, self-activation (i.e., shorter latencies in overall self-evaluations) and autonoetic access (i.e., longer latencies in counter-preferential decisions) may be conceived of as complementary measures that focus on intuitive and integrative functions of the self, respectively.

To summarize, autonoetic access complements the self-discrimination measure. Its assessment within the PANTER procedure has the advantage of full experimental control over the ratio of counter-preferential to preferential decisions at the costs of a longer test duration. First empirical evidence supports the assumption that it can also be validly assessed within short self-classification tasks (Baumann et al., 2010; Kazén & Baumann, 2004).

**Preference Sensitivity**

Our final measure focuses on the evaluative nature of the self and sensitivity to evaluative information. The measure was developed by Guevara (1994) and considers the difficulty of preference judgments in pairwise comparisons. In a baseline phase, the subjective rank of items is determined in multiple pairwise comparisons in which participants select their preferred item. In the test phase, pairs differ in the initial ranking somewhere between 8 ranks (very different = easy decision) and 2 ranks (very similar = difficult decision). Reaction times in pairwise comparisons should increase with increasing task difficulty (lower rank distance) and yield a steeper positive slope across difficulty levels if people have good access to their preferences. In contrast, indifference to item attractiveness (i.e., a flat slope of reaction times across difficulty levels) indicates poorer self-access and alienation from own preferences. Across three studies, Guevara found supportive evidence for the validity of a flat slope as an indicator of poor self-access (see Table 16.4). Although the approach awaits further empirical validation, it may be valuable for future research.
because it does not rely on explicit preference ratings but on rather spontaneous behavioral indicators of self-preferences.

**Discussion and Outlook**

The quest for self-knowledge has posed a great challenge for people across the millennia. The present overview suggests that it is indeed possible, scientifically, to determine the extent to which people know themselves. Based on Kuhl's PSI theory (2000, 2001), we provided a clear definition of the implicit self and elaborated on six different measures of self-access. The measures show convergent validity and reveal similar conditions and correlates of self-access. Motive congruence measures the alignment of implicit and explicit motives, that is, enduring and meaningful strivings. Self-discrimination measures the ability to protect the self from an invasion with self-alien goals. Preference stability measures access to (dis)likes for small items (e.g., soft drinks). Together, these consistency-based measures assess people's access to important contents of the self: needs, goals, and preferences. Self-activation measures fast access to self-knowledge. Autonoetic access measures a long and thorough information processing in case of conflicting information (e.g., having rejected an attractive option). Preference sensitivity measures whether people's decision times correspond to the decision difficulty (e.g., evaluative similarity of options). Together, these latency-based measures cover important functions of the self: intuitive, integrative, and evaluative processing of self-relevant information.

Our measures of self-access vary with respect to (a) stability of the contents they tap into (stable motives vs. current preferences), (b) ecological validity (personally meaningful needs and goals vs. mini-actions and arbitrary preferences), and (c) experimental control (normative estimates of motive congruence vs. full experimental control over the self-other status of goals in the self-discrimination task). Furthermore, our measure of self-access cover (d) pre- versus post-decisional action phases (e.g., preference stability vs. preference enactment) as well as (e) intuitive, integrative, and evaluative processes. Although the six measures differ greatly in the time and effort for participants and researchers, this may not be the best criterion for the measure of choice. The measures differ tremendously in the short- versus long-term effects they predict and have different (dis)advantages. To derive at a more practical advice for the measure of choice, more research is needed that applies multiple measures of self-access, tests them concurrently, and further elaborates on their nomological network and (dis)advantages.

Consistent with PSI theory, negative affect and the capacity to regulate affect seem to play a crucial role for the degree of self-access. More specifically, negative affect and stress cause people to lose self-access (e.g., Baumann, Kaschel et al., 2005, Study 3; Baumann & Kuhl, 2003, Study 2). Therefore, self-regulatory abilities such as action orientation are crucial for maintaining self-access under stress. Many findings show that action-oriented people even increase self-access under stress. This indicates a self-reliant coping strategy: active down-regulation of stress through the self (e.g., Koole & Jostmann, 2004, Study 3). State-oriented people, in contrast, are not able to down-regulate negative affect and lose self-access under stress. In a similar vein, traits characterized by high negative affect (e.g., neuroticism, anxiety) and low positive affect (e.g., depression) are associated with lower self-access. Finally, the stress hormone cortisol is associated with lower self-access.

Our findings show that self-access plays a crucial role for well-being and psychological functioning (e.g., work performance, life satisfaction, healthy eating behavior, intrinsic motivation, and flow experience). This is important because goal theories assume that people mainly derive satisfaction and well-being from making progress towards and reaching their goals (Carver & Scheier,
1998; Diener, 1984; Emmons, 1996). The present findings suggest that the story is more complicated because people do not always know what they want. Even clearly stated goals are not always emotionally supported and congruent with implicit motives (Brunstein, Schultheiss, & Grässmann, 1998; McClelland et al., 1989). This lack of self-congruence has potentially detrimental effects on life satisfaction and well-being. Therefore, it is highly important to measure self-access in order to find ways to support self-access.

Our findings give first hints on ways to stimulate and train self-access. For example, stimulating right-hemispheric processes (e.g., through squeezing a soft ball in the left hand), providing meaningful task instructions, visualizing an accepting person, and encouraging people to express their feelings increases self-access. An active self is a necessary precondition for the development of own self-regulation abilities. Parents, teachers, managers, and therapists may support the self in children, students, employees and clients in multiple ways. For example, Hirschauer, Aufhammer, Bode, Cha,iositis, and Künne (Chapter 21 in this volume) show how parental empathy supports the development of children’s capacity to regulate scholastic demands through the self. Fathers play an important role in this process (Chapter 22 in this volume). Solzbacher and Schwer (Chapter 20 in this volume) call on teachers to improve their own self-access in order to develop a professional pedagogic stance that supports students sustainably. Diefendorff, Richard, Dinh, and LeNoble (Chapter 18 in this volume) elaborate on conditions that foster action-oriented processes and self-access in work-related contexts. Gröpel and Beckmann (Chapter 19 in this volume) applied simple techniques to increase self-access in sports. Finally, therapists can support self-access through personality-oriented training (Chapter 23 in this volume) and working with the freedom motive (i.e., the need for self-integration) that Alsleben (Chapter 24 in this volume) introduces as a fourth basic motive besides affiliation, achievement, and power.

To conclude, there are multiple ways to support self-access and most require a good relationship quality. It seems that we need good relationships with others to gain a better knowledge of and access to our self. Consistent with the famous Beatles’ song, I may not only “get by” but arrive at true self-knowledge “with a little help from my friends.” The presented measures provide valid instruments of self-access to further study the causes and consequences of self-access in future studies.
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